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Trash Tripping 

CraDLE TO CraDLE

Since the end of the world is due in 
2012, we suddenly realized that this 
just might be our last summer vaca-
tion ever. That’s why we would like 
to share this little, filthy list with not 
so average travel destinations. After 
all, tourism and pollution go hand in 
hand. Take Bali’s most popular tourist 
attraction Kuta Beach for instance.  In 
March this year, the Balinese authori-
ties warned tourists that a half hour 
swim in the ocean could cause serious 
skin infections. Because of the boom-
ing tourism – the island is expecting 
about 2.5 million foreign visitors this 
year – investors would rather spend 
their money on the construction of 
new resorts than on let’s say figuring 
out a proper infrastructure to solve 
the waste problem. So if we can pol-
lute this world, then why not spend 
our holidays floating on a discarded 
truck tire while downing a radioac-
tive cocktail somewhere near one of 
our ocean’s garbage patches. It can 
be worth the view and if not, it will be 
sure to open your eyes. And besides, 
who the hell wants to see more of the 
same white shores, blue seas and 
palm trees anyway? It’s a brave new 
world out there and it’s full of crap. 
So while most people are trying to 
get rid of their dirt, this travel guide 
leads you to those places where trash 
has manifested in such a way that it’s 
worth a visit. The destinations you ab-
solutely must go to for a guaranteed 
crappy vacation.
 

shiTTY Trips – VisiT ThE 
wOrLD’s mOsT awfuL 
DumpsiTEs

Although various recycling efforts re-
duce the amount of waste, most of 
our municipal garbage still ends up 
in a gigantic pit that either reached 
maximum capacity a couple of years 
ago or will reach it within the next few 
years. Given the fact that the United 
States and Europe together throw out 
420 million tons of garbage each year, 
you can imagine there’s quite a few 
of these gigantic, dazzlingly smelling 
landfills out there. Our excursion starts 

We need to figure out a new way of 
dealing with the vast amounts of 
useless and obsolete shit we leave 
behind. The free market model has 
already made it perfectly clear that 
there won’t be any downsizing on 
the so-called ‘horizontal’ plane. Ap-
parently because our shared sense of 
individual freedom correlates directly 
with the ability to choose between 
twelve brands of tooth paste. It also 
means that the initiative is going to 
have to come from the top down and 
not from the ground up. Industry is 
pissing caustic acid into our drink-
ing water, right where it springs from 
the ground. We won’t fix the exhaust 
problem by carpooling, we won’t fix 
the water problem by only flushing 
Number Two and we won’t fix the land-
fill problem by turning old computer 
screens into fish tanks. You can’t ask 
the public to take care of the mess, 
they don’t know a goddamn thing 
about waste management apart from 
separate garbage bags. Disagree? 
Look up from this magazine. Look 
around at all that stuff and ask your-
self: if somebody would ask you to re-
integrate all this stuff into the Great 
Circle Of Life without giving someone 
or something cancer in the process, 
would you even have a shred of a clue 
as to how to do it? Unless you’re some 
kind of smartass, you don’t. You have 
no freaking idea whatsoever. You pay 
for it so you don’t have to deal with it 
once it breaks down. It’s part of cus-
tomer service. What we need to do is 
change our production line because 
the one we have now is hopelessly 
outdated; it’s a barbaric relic from an-
other timeframe and we’re sacrificing 
our own young to keep it satisfied. 

‘Shifting the paradigm’ has easily be-
come one of the most hollowed out 
terms of our generation, mostly thanks 
to marketeers and corporate team 
coaches. The phrase itself refers to a 
drastic and profound change in the 
fundamental approach to a subject. 
A new way of looking at things, if you 
will. Well, let’s have a look: so far, we 
have treated our garbage as some-
thing that does not take part in real-
ity anymore: it gets exported, buried 
and forgotten. This approach is start-
ing to clash with reality as we are run-
ning out of soil to poison and the Great 
Machine hasn’t even stopped churn-
ing out fresh crap yet. The existing 
paradigm can be summarized as cra-
dle to grave. But, as architect Bill Mc-
Donough points out very succinctly, in 
the long run this approach will turn our 
planet into one big graveyard. Togeth-
er with bio-engineer Michael Braun-
gart, McDonough developed a new ap-
proach to the way we design our entire 
society. They labeled it cradle to cradle 
since their approach is partially based 
on the idea that industry and economy 
needs to enrich the environment that 

surrounds it instead of feeding off it. 
Their approach is receiving increasing-
ly more praise and not just people who 
wear sandals; companies like Ford and 
Apple are working with Braungart and 
McDonough in turning their existing 
production lines and office buildings 
into breathing solar plants with green 
roofs and more biodiversity than most 
municipal parks. Why? Because Mc-
Donough and Braungart are the first 
ones in their field to turn the concept 
of sustainability - both ecological and 
social – into profitable business. The 
results of their research and analysis 
shows that ‘ecological enterprising’ 
might actually generate bigger prof-
its than the existing model.  Which is 
also the main, if not the only reason 
that this new paradigm is becoming in-
creasingly popular among our captains 
of industry. 

McDonough knows this. He realized 
that the reasons for change would 
be strictly economical and together 
with Braungart, he went to work. With 
their combined expertise, the German-
American duo has redesigned the  
entire framework that keeps our world 
running. They mapped out a matrix of 
organic and synthetic ‘technical nu-
trients’ – synthetic materials that can 
be recycled or upcycled, which means 
that they can be fully reintegrated into 
the natural environment. They de-
signed industrial sites and residential 

areas that process their own waste and 
use solar and wind power for energy. 
Then, they presented their system to 
industrial giants like Nike, Ford and 
the Chinese government – because 
if China’s economic boom is followed 
by a proportional increase in its waste 
production, we’ll need a new planet 
to stash our trash. Trash is a given; 
what needed to happen was a techni-
cal upgrade that turned our trash into 
something that contributes to the envi-
ronment. The way birds spread life by 
eating berries and shitting out seeds 
a few miles further. No more, no less: 
no moral highroad but a production 
line whose design is beyond brilliant, 
yet completely obvious in its basic 
principles. Braungart and McDonough 
find their inspiration in the genius of 
nature (cfr. POSTRmagazine #8: The 
Design Issue) which leads to the pro-
duction of trash that is itself a nutri-
ent to the environment. Basically, they 
have turned our waste into something 
that you can drop anywhere and feel 
good about it. We’re no longer dump-
ing, we’re fertilizing. Their technical 
innovations are being picked up by 
pretty much every industry because 
they reduce production costs and re-
lieve companies of their own waste 
problems while increasing profit. It al-
most sounds too good to be true. Mc-
Donough and Braungart have given us 
a formula to a utopia that is both prof-
itable and sustainable, not just on a 

long-term moral plane but right now in 
both our wallets and in our backyards. 
They have turned saving the world into 
something that makes money: Ford al-
ready saved itself over $30 million and 
the River Rouge project is only halfway 
implemented. Chinese president Hu 
Jintao regularly uses quotes from the 
Cradle To Cradle book when present-
ing his master plan for a ‘circular econ-
omy’. McDonough and Braungart’s 
philosophy might be surfing the cor-
porate hype, but if the democratically 
elected leader of the world’s upcom-
ing n°1 superpower is backing your 
team then you’re involved in serious 
business. 

Of course, every philosophy sounds 
great in theory. Just ask Marx, Ni-
etzsche and Jesus and they will tell you 
that there is a significant discrepancy 
between an idea and its implementa-
tion. One of the first cradle to cradle 
projects in Huangbaiyu – a 42-house 
village - is receiving criticism because 
it seems to have been executed with 
no eye for context, leaving the village 
uninhabited. The self-sufficient farm-
er traders that make up the majority 
of the population have no use for a 
house that costs twice the price of an 
ordinary house, has no land or grass 
for farming animal or growing vegeta-
bles and where he has to pay for bio-
gas instead of chopping his own wood. 
They also differ on crucial points from 

the initial designs as developed by Mc-
Donough: only one of the houses has 
solar panels, only three use biomass 
for energy and they all have garages 
even though the farmer don’t have 
cars. Let’s hope that these faux pas 
are the little stumbles that come with 
baby steps: if China manages to suc-
cessfully apply the cradle to cradle phi-
losophy in its new mega cities, produc-
tion plants and village communities, a 
change can be made. 

In the meanwhile, William McDonough 
and Michael Braungart are digging 
deeper into the known table of ele-
ments, looking for new and existing 
combinations that can replace the car-
cinogenic materials and toxic chemi-
cals we’re using now. They have be-
come pretty good at it too: cradle to 
cradle fibers and paints (a huge relief 
for the entire textile industry), biode-
gradable cars, reusable ink and pa-
per…the list grows longer every day. I 
don’t say this every day, but these two 
men might be saving the planet and 
everything in it. Through the power of 
joined intellect they created a formula 
that might once again turn the human 
race into an indigenous creature in-
stead of a parasite that leaves only a 
trail of toxic goo in its wake. One im-
portant advantage is the factor of prof-
itability; so far, most these noble ini-
tiatives only cost money which means 
that they have to be forced down from 
a government level. Cradle to cradle 
makes money which means that ev-
erybody doing business for the chips 
should be perking their ears by de-
fault. The idea makes sense. Like all 
great inventions, it has pointed out 
something that has been right in front 
of us all the time. POSTRmagazine sa-
lutes William ‘Bill’ McDonough and Mi-
chael Braungart for the zeal, grace and 
realism with which they have tackled a 
problem that seemed so daunting and 
dirty that nobody else was willing to 
touch it.

et is to be situated in Incheon, South 
Korea where the Sudokwon Landfill 
handles about 20,000 tons of solid 
municipal waste per day. 

Appropriate souvenir: used balloons 
filled with methane emissions.

wELLnEss – a hEaLThY 
VaCaTiOn sTarTs aT ThE 
nuCLEar rEsOrT

Municipal waste is one thing, along 
with the technological revolution came 
unimaginable amounts of e-waste. Join 
us on our trip to the Guiyu dumpsites 
in China where the US, Canada, Japan 
and South Korea have been dump-
ing e-waste since 1995. With an aver-
age of almost 1.5 million tons of elec-
tronic waste per year (approximately 
4,100 tons per day) and a surface of 
52 square kilometer, Guiyu is the larg-
est e-waste site on earth and therefore 
nicknamed the "Electronic Graveyard". 
Of course we have something special 
for the real health freaks amongst us. 
This summer’s offer also includes a 
couple of unforgettable tours to nu-
clear waste sites such as the Hanford 

Site in Washington. It’s the largest 
nuclear waste facility in the Western 
Hemisphere and covers 1,500 square 
kilometers. It consists of 2,300 tons 
of spent nuclear fuel and 9 tons of 
plutonium. Yet for many years, Russia 
has been the ranking leader in nuclear 
waste. Submerge yourself in the infa-
mous nuclear fountains of Murmansk, 
where waste from Russia's aging nu-
clear submarines awaits permanent 
disposal around the arctic Kola Penin-
sula; posing a Clear & Present environ-
mental threat. Reports show that the 
area has a fifth of the world's reactors 
and nuclear fuel. For extra vigor, revi-
talize yourself in the Techa river nearby 
the Mayak Nuclear Waste Site, wherein 
tons of nuclear waste were reportedly 
dumped more than 50 years ago. May-
ak is now a nuclear reprocessing plant 
for spent nuclear fuel.

aDVEnTurE - Dumping 
On TOp Of ThE wOrLD
You’re more a daredevil type of guy? 
Fasten your bootstraps a little bit 
tighter and try to outlive what could 
very well be the ultimate climbing ex-
pedition. Yes, Mount Everest might not 
seem a place of frequent human ac-

tivity, it is by far the highest garbage 
dump on this planet. After the latest 
clean up effort earlier this year, moun-
taineers removed the largest amount 
of trash ever (8 tons) from Mount Ever-
est. But experts say there’s still about 
50 tons of waste remaining on the 
mountain slopes. The type of garbage 
varies from oxygen cylinders, tents, 
climbing equipment and helicopter 
parts. Yearly clean-ups of Mount Ever-
est began in 2008. Since it was first 
conquered in 1953, thousands of peo-
ple have climbed Everest, discarding 
climbing equipment and other trash 
along the way.

 
Appropriate souvenir: petrified piece 
of crap of a mountaineer who shit his 
pants while up there.
 

hisTOriCaL JOurnEY – 
ThE grEaTEsT TriCk 
ThE DEViL EVEr puLLED

Join us in Berlin for a trip into the aban-
doned, Echelon-like Cold War listening 
station – quite a nice piece of trash it-
self – that stands on top of a 55 meters 
high artificial hill. Ask yourself what 
happens with the gigantic amounts 
of debris – which remain after a city 
is completely bombed to bits and  
pieces – at the end of a war. Then real-
ize you’re standing on top of it. Teufels-
berg (Devil’s Mountain) is one of the 
many Schuttberg in Germany. The Al-
lies built these artificial hills using the 
city rubble that remained after the ex-
tensive damage from bombing during 
World War II. Teufelsberg is about 12 
million cubic meters and consists of 
the debris of approximately 400,000 
buildings from the war-torn city of Ber-
lin. Creamy detail: buried underneath 
is a complete Nazi military-technical 

and every country. Then multiply by ev-
ery week, year and month. How many 
bottles of vitamin water and shampoo 
with natural hair nutrients? How many 
unopened envelopes with commercial 
mailings and one-coin-toys that come 
out of supermarket machines? Where 
are we hiding all this crap? 

CLOaCa maXima

A long time ago, the Romans built a 
sewer system that was so massive 
that entire stagecoaches could pass 
through its tubes and so widespread 
that even the poor could sit down and 
read the newspaper while taking a 
nice, long dump. But that was only in 
the city of Rome and even then it was 
mainly a matter of ‘out of sight, out of 
mind’. The sewer system was built be-
cause Rome was turning into a giant 
latrine. In fact, the Roman legislators 
had to pass a law called the Dejecti 
Effusive Act which stated that if you 
emptied your household bucket by 
tossing its contents out your window 
into the street  and onto someone’s 
brand new toga, you could be held li-
able for the damages sustained. That 
says something about popular culture 
and civil standards: if lawmakers have 
to declare that as of today, throwing 
shit out of a window can be punishable 
by law, you can deduct that your popu-
lation consists of nothing but a rancid 
band of barbaric poop-flinging post- 
primates who have barely even 
grasped the concept of basic sanita-
tion. Another catch about this finite 
cycle is that it’s not really a cycle –we 
just haul tons of garbage from one 
place to another, set it on fire and 
throw a bunch of sand over it. Out of 
sight, out of mind. 

Now crap is crap regardless of where 
you dump it. In our defense: up until 
the Industrial Revolution the whole 
trash issue wasn’t really that big of a 
problem. Whatever got dropped on 
the ground or into waterways just rot-
ted and fermented into a heap of slimy 
goo that seeped into the soil as food 
for earthworms and plants to feast on. 
The process went full circle because we 
hadn’t yet figured out how to make shit 
that could really do some serious dam-
age. But then we invented the steam 
engine and metallurgy and fossil fuels 
and radioactivity and when that reac-
tor in Tchernobyl had a meltdown, it 
dawned on us that maybe, just maybe 
we were toeing the line. Through the 
power of intellect, we have developed 
trash that can instantly eradicate or-
ganic life and contaminate the entire 
ecosystem for years to come. We need 
bunkers and vacuum containers and 
airlocks and decontamination cham-
bers to get rid of it. We don’t deal 
with our trash, at least no more than 
we did when we tossed our raw ex-
crement out the window. We’re doing 
the same thing, only we’re doing it a 
bit differently so it looks well-planned 
and sophisticated when compared 
to hanging ass-first over the side of 
a bridge taking a shit. At least at first 
sight. We ship it to countries like Gha-
na and Pakistan where it gets burnt by 
12-year-old boys and girls who have 
never even seen any of those snazzy 
30 second Blackberry commercials on 
the screens they’re melting down for 
scraps, bulbs and wires fizzing and 
popping inside the scorched plastic. 
We have shipped our shit so far away 
that for about half a century, nobody 
figured that we would ever smell it 
again. But this is 2011 and the big 
stinky mountain of accumulated crap 
that we have exported and dumped 
onto other countries is now so big that 
it is looming over the entire world and 
when it keels over, we’re all going to 
get buried under an obese century of 
offshore littering. Just like those peo-
ple in Lupang Pangako.

a Dump in afriCa: 
ThE nEw COLOniaLism
The European Union produces around 
10 million metric tonnes of electronic 
waste every year and that number is 
only estimated to climb higher as time 
progresses. This number refers exclu-
sively to e-waste which is a relatively 
new type of garbage. That means it 
comes with new problems and new 
consequences. We feel those conse-
quences in our wallets when we have 
to pay a recycling fee to get rid of our 
old Pentiums, Nokia’s and cathode ray 
television screens. But same as with 
our other garbage, that’s the end of 
the story: we have no clue whatsoever 
as to what happens afterwards. In our 
naive apathy, we imagine some kind 
of centralized workshop where these 
obsolete machines get taken apart by 
Oompa Loompa’s. Let’s reality check 
that: go to your computer and look 
up ’Ghana’s e-waste’ on Youtube. Go 
ahead, put down this magazine and 

take a peek. Did you see? Those aren’t 
Oompa Loompa’s at all, are they? 
No, those are 10-year old kids sifting 
through burnt hard-drives and flame-
retardants chemicals looking for chips 
of copper to harvest. 

The e-waste problem is only just start-
ing to manifest itself. This is a thing of 
recent years and already it has turned 
countries like Nigeria and Lagos into 
screenshots from beyond the Apoca-
lypse. This new trash is deadly and 
dangerous and we’re cranking it out 
by the tonnes with every new smart-
phone, laptop and flatscreen that 
gets sold. To make matters worse, the 
laws that have been passed in regard 
to this million tonne cancerbomb are 
hard to uphold and easy to bypass 
because they lose their power at the 
border. So what do we do? ”Hey Africa, 
you’re poor because we brutally mo-
lested your entire continent for a few 
centuries, would you like to receive 
these worhtless piece of shit comput-
ers under the thin guise of humani-
tarian aid? You might as well sign the 
contract because we’ll just dump the 
whole boatload onto your shores if you 
don’t. Ok thanks, you’re a great sport. 
” That’s not helping, that’s a rapist’s 
kiss goodnight. The people who run 
these scams have access to big money 
since they’re dealing with big clients, 
which means they can buy big ships to 
ship big loads of crap to wherever they 
want. They recoup the overhead trans-
port cost because the Third World has 
now – as a final, desperate – started 
to offer us the very ground under their 
feet at discount prices. And who can 
blame them? Somehow and someway, 
all that shit is going to get dumped 
anyway and somebody might as well 
get paid when it happens.

Illustration: in 2006, the Probo Koala 
oil tanker dumped about 500 tons 
of toxic waste on 12 different sites in 
Ivory Coast. The waste was a mixture 
of fuel, caustic soda and hydrogen sul-
fide – the dumping lead directly to the 
deaths of 17 people, injured 30,000 
and forced another 100,000 to seek 
medical attention. The Probo Koala 
had been chartered by Trafigura, an 
Amsterdam-based shipping company 
and also the world’s third largest inde-
pendent oil trader with a shady reputa-
tion - popping up in scandals all over 
the world from Norway to Iraq. Long 
story cut short: Trafigura had decided 
’fuck paying $1,000/cubic metre in the 
port of Amsterdam, there has to be an-
other way to get rid of this lethal acidic 
shit’ and told the Probo Koala’s cap-
tain to set sail for Ivory Coast. When 
Abidjan’s port officials turned down 
the ship, Trafigura outsourced the 
job to a local company called Tommy 
(sounds professional) and had them 
dump 500 tons on various locations 
throughout the country. Stop to think 
about that for a second. You can’t 
imagine what 500 tons of highly toxic 
chemicals do to an ecosystem, nor can 
you imagine being a dirt-poor Ivorian 
and waking up to some shit like that. 
Another one of History’s cruel jokes 
where the servants end up footing 
the bill – with their life - for a party of 
pigs that they’ll never be invited to. Oh 
but wait. It gets better. Trafigura’s first 
move was to summon its dark convent 
of lawyer-wizards to declare that there 
had been nothing in the Probo Koala’s 
tanks except for some relatively harm-
less waste water. When that turned out 
to be a straight-faced lie, they said that 
the waste could not have been a health 
hazard. Then they tried to bribe some 

mOnsTErs unDEr ThE BED 
DEfECaTE nOT whErE ThOu EaTETh ThE agE Of CanCEr

Waste is generally defined as any kind 
of material that is unwanted or use-
less. Something outlives its purpose 
and breaks down or becomes obso-
lete. We then dispose of this pathetic 
piece of worn out human produce by 
– basically – putting it out of our line 
of sight where we don’t have to care 
about it anymore. The dying thing is 
checked for vital organs that are har-
vested, cleaned up and implanted into 
new products. The hollowed out car-
cass then goes to a burial ground. The 
vast majority of all this zombie-stuff 
ends up at a landfill, which is basi-
cally a mass grave for all things born 
on a conveyor belt. Final stop, all pas-
sengers must disembark and lay down 
to die and rot in a shallow grave. The 
problem with this finite cycle is that 
is a very short-sighted approach; it’s 
an illusion that we have massively in-
dulged in for about let’s say the entire 
course of human evolution. As a spe-
cies, we’re fairly lazy – something that 
can be measured by the fact that until 
about 200 years ago, having your shit 
flushed out through a lead plumbing 
pipe was considered quite the luxury. 
Anybody under a baron or industrial 
magnate had to pretty much cop a 
squat over the nearest river or gutter 
in order to get relief. This lasted until 
it was generally decided that - apart 
from the smell – public health issues 
mandated a less primitive approach to 
taking a crap. But we haven’t changed 
our ways, only our methods. We might 
have the means to dump our trash on 
a different continent but that does not 
make us any more civilized. It’s just a 
lot farther away, that’s all.

Trash is dirty; hence the trash dispos-
al business is a dirty one.  In a world 
of shady deals, the trash game is the 
bottom business to be in. Its existence 
and profitability are guaranteed: even 
when the economic crisis kicked every 
market in the balls, the trash industry 
conducted business as usual. Credit 
analysts called the industry ‘reces-
sion-resistant’. Its dirtiness is implied 
by its very nature: we’re talking about 
a product that no sensible being wants 
to touch, let alone buy. That very same 
aspect is what makes the waste busi-
ness so lucrative: it’s a dirty job, but 
somebody has to do it and in the free 
market model, they will charge you 
whatever they want for doing it. The 
landfill has become a goldmine for 
those who don’t mind getting a little 
dirty. Interpret that whatever way you 
want, the Italian mafia have been 
dumping toxic waste off the coasts of 
Italy and Somalia for least 17 years. In 
the meanwhile, the US waste industry 
had a $39,87 billion turnover in 2007, 
a 4,7% rise in spite of the worst eco-
nomic crisis since the Great Depres-
sion. When prices went up we didn’t 
buy less, we just went for the next best 
thing in line for a dime less. 

Waste can also be indicative of a mis-
use of potential; when you use a cer-
tain resource in designing or inventing 
or doing something and in the process 
fail to fully realize its potential, that's 
a waste of resources. In that sense, 
human civilization does not waste re-
sources, it is a waste of resources in 
its own right. Because we have a brain 
and we have mastered the technology 
yet for some reason, we use neither to 
its full potential. We can turn the North-
ern Sahara into a green battery for the 
entire world, but we prefer to squeeze 
out all the oil we can before we decide 
it’s time for a different approach. We 
can design products that are fully re-
cyclable and non-carcinogenic, but 
we’d rather crank out another batch of 
the current line before we start mess-
ing with our production flow. It’s not 
profitable. It’s not economically viable. 
And it’s ok because everybody is doing 
it and has been doing it for literally the 
entire span of our civilization. 

could you throw this away
for me?
does this smell bad to you?
is this all just a waste of
time?
are you sure you want to
remove the items in the
trash permanently?
how many years of
nucular waste fits under a
desk?
how do you sell clean air?
where do i throw this?
when did you stop shitting
yourself?
how wasted are you?
are you going to eat that?
how many paisanos does it
take to empty a garbage
can?
shall i bag that for you?
how much junk is in your
trunk?
why do you talk trash all
the time?
which cancer would you
like?
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witnesses. Then when internal Trafig-
ura emails revealed that the company 
had known full well what had been on 
board and what that meant for the peo-
ple in Ivory Coast, they started to sue 
the shit out of newspapers and media 
outlets throughout Europe in a frantic 
attempt to keep some sort of lid on 
things. The legal machine ground its 
gears for three years before Trafigura 
finally paid a $48 million settlement. 
‘Hey Ivorian mother of three whose 
husband died in horrible pain because 
we turned your village into Hell’s Half 
Acre, sorry you have burnt skin and 
respiratory problems now, here’s a 
check for €300. Oh, and this might 
happen again.’ Are you thinking ‘Gee 
whiz, 48 million sounds like a lot of 
money?’ Think again: Trafigura’s annu-
al turnover is somewhere around $73 
billion with a profit margin of roughly 
$440 million. In the meanwhile, peo-
ple in Ivory Coast have no skin and no 
justice. 

OuT Of sighT, OuT Of 
Our minD
So the waste problem is taking on new 
unthinkable proportions but the for-
mula has remained the same. Break-
down by factors involved: if the vol-
ume of trash / population * ecological 
footprint of trash produced = Dooms-
day then somewhere down the line, 
someone has been consistently drop-
ping the ball. This is not a minor error 
born out of naïve neglect: this is a fun-
damental fuck-up in the way we design 
and define our civilization. It’s like we 
used up all our bricks on building a res-
taurant without a toilet so now we’re 
just shitting all over ourselves hoping 
someone else will clean up the mess 
because it’s included in the price.  In-
telligent life my foot, if any aliens ever 
decide to come looking for us, we 
won’t be too hard to find. If the galaxy 
is a street, we’re that one disgusting 
family where the sidewalk is always 
full of disassembled household tools, 
cardboard boxes and plastic bags spill-
ing over with crushed beer cans and 
dirty diapers. Right this very moment, 
a thick swirl of 600,000 objects –  
ranging from half-dead satellites and 
discarded rocket stages to screws, 
bolts, tiny metal needles and corrod-
ing paint chips – is soaring around 
in Earth’s orbit. The potential conse-
quences of this ring of trash didn’t re-
ally occur – or matter – to anyone until 
one of those rogue paint chips cracked 
a crater in one of the Space Shuttle’s 
bulletproof front windows. That made 
NASA a bit queasy: launching a $1,7 
billion spacecraft to be piloted manu-
ally at 28,000 kilometers per hour 
through a semi-mapped minefield that 
is itself moving at 36,000 km/h would 
make even the toughest nerd cringe. 
For every new satellite that goes up 
into the air, more debris lingers in the 
atmosphere. For every minor collision, 
thousands of new particles emerge. 
The whole scenario smells of neglect 
and arrogance but what can you ex-
pect from an industry where the Stan-
dard Operating Procedure for defunct 
materials is a burial at sea: satellites 
are sent into a graveyard orbit that 
steadily brings them further down un-
til gravity pulls them in, burning up in 
the air before crashing into the ocean 
at supersonic speeds. Rusted space-
structures like Soviet-station MIR re-
ceive a course plotted for the Pacific 
Ocean, roughly 3900km southeast of 
New Zealand. The area is known as the 
space cemetery.

At first, the recurrent theme in this 
issue appears to be a non-malicous  
ignorance and shortsightedness on a 
large social scale: we honestly never 
realized that our garbage might pose a 
problem large enough to threaten our 
very existence. When the Industrial 
Revolution hit the ground running, we 
weren’t thinking about how all those 
gases and chemicals and metals might 
affect our ecosystem: we had other 
important things on our mind, like 
survival. It’s not like history took a 
time-out to let us get our facts straight. 
As we were still figuring out how to 
power steam engines and how to keep 
a plane in the air, Napoleon was sod-
omizing the living daylights out of Eu-
rope’s mainland; every country with 
the exception of the United Kingdom 
lay in ruins, both logistically and eco-
nomically. The idea of an industrial 
society caught on because the imme-
diate advantages were right there for 
everyone to see: food, clothing and a 
house with a stove. If you’re living off 
three beets and the freshest ratmeat 
you can find, asking questions about 
the environment isn’t the first thing 
that comes to mind. And for good rea-
son – someone up to his  neck in a bar-
rel of shit is not primarily concerned 
with methane fumes, he’s buried 
in shit. 

So at first we just sort of thought that 
everything would sort itself out in the 
end somehow. But there’s no more 
claiming ignorance in the 21st cen-
tury. The future is now and yet we’re 
still tossing buckets full of shit out 
of our windows even though science 
has made it clear that a 100,000 ton 
toxic shitbucket every day might not 
sit well with the ecosystem. But af-
ter WWII - when the industrial society 
went global – there was no stopping 
the Machine. All of a sudden, every 
plebarian across the world was being 
offered the chance to drive a full-com-
modity luxury car. It took Detroit car 
company Ford 60 years to build 50 mil-
lion cars (between 1903 and 1959) but 
in no less than 2 decades that number 
tripled overhand to 150 million. Auto-
mated production lines all over the 
world started turning raw resources 
into serialized luxury for everyone to 
enjoy. Then all those items started to 
come back new & improved the year 
after and we upgraded; only then did 
it begin to dawn on us that when you 
toss a lot of things on a pile, you might 
just end up with a bigger pile than ex-
pected. So then what was our reaction 
to that? ‘Hell, the world is a big place. 
Let’s worry about that when we run 
out of rocks to bury shit under.’ Then 
we ran out of rocks and still the Great 
Conveyor Belt hasn’t stopped for even 
one second. This time, we can’t play 
the ignorance card anymore: we are 
perfectly aware of the consequences 
of the actions we choose to take. That 
only leaves us to conclude that our 
great power came with a great lack of 
responsibility. Our trash has always 
been the last thing on our minds, for 
a variety of reasons both obvious and 
unflattering. Now it wouldn’t be fair to 
say that nobody cares: environmen-
tal organizations and political parties 
have been ringing the alarm for a few 
decades now. But even the ecological 
mindset didn’t catch on with the larg-
er public until well after we saw what 
happened in Chernobyl. 

As it stands now, there is no way that 
everyone in the world can enjoy our 
standard of living without a serious 
overhaul of the entire production line. 

as we swap the view of ancient Roman 
buildings for the indigestible smell of 
the Malagrotta Landfill in Rome, which 
is possibly the largest pile of junk in 
the European Union. With an income 
of 1.46 million tons of trash per year 
or approximately 4,000 tons per day it 
has already reached its maximum ca-
pacity for years now and it should have 
been closed a long time ago. So enjoy 
it while it lasts.

In the United States, the Puente Hills 
Landfill in Whittier, California takes 
the leading position. Although it only 
accepts waste from the county and not 
from the city of Los Angeles, it still re-
ceives approximately 10,300 tons per 
day. Puente Hills became the biggest 
landfill in the country after the Fresh 
Kills landfill closed on Staten Island 
in New York City in 2001. Still there’s 
a solid competitor on the trashy Ameri-
can scenery. In 2007, the Apex Region-
al Landfill in Las Vegas received almost 
4 million tons and this amount of gar-
bage is growing with approximately 
10,500 tons per day. So what happens 
in Vegas, stays in Vegas... especially 
its trash. You still want it bigger? The 
fastest growing dumpsite on this plan-

“Our Goal is a 
delightfully diverse, 
safe, healthy and 
just world, with clean 
air, water, soil and 
power –economical-
ly, equitably, ecologi-
cally and elegantly 
enjoyed– Period!”
-William McDonough

Agbogbloshie is a suburb of Accra, Ghana and a ground for legal and illegal dumping of e-waste. It covers four acres and 40,000 Ghanaians inhabit the area. Due to its harsh living conditions, the area is 
nicknamed “Sodom and Gomorrah”. Each month, cargo containers arrive, often illegally from the United States, the United Kingdom, Europe and Japan. Unprotected workers, many of them young children, spend 
the day searching for metals to sell, usually by burning the electronics and dismantling them with their bare hands. The waste processing emits toxic chemicals into the air, land and water. Exposure is especially 
hazardous to children, as these toxins are known to inhibit the development of the reproductive system, the nervous system and the brain. – Photo © Andrew Mcconnell

Hungary declared a state of emergency in three counties on October 5, 2010 , a 
day after a torrent of toxic red sludge from an alumina plant tore through nearby 

villages, killing four people and injuring 120.

Smile at the camera kids! Have fun at the exotic, rather trashy beach in Talisay, a 
slum just outside of Cebu in the Philippines.

college that was so strong the Allies 
couldn’t come up with anything bet-
ter than to cover it with the rest of the 
trash. Trust us when we say the view 
is amazing.
 

CruisE – rELaXing On a 
pLasTiC isLanD

High levels of fun guaranteed during 
our fantastic cruise towards the Great 
Pacific Garbage Patch. This gigantic, 
colorful soup of plastic bags, bottle 
caps and other plastic things the size 
of France and Spain together should 
be the ultimate highlight of a well-
deserved holiday. In fact, if the Dutch 
architecture firm WHIM can realize its 
vague plans to transform the patch 
into a giant resort where 500,000 
people can reside, we might as well 
stay there for a while. Although the 
design and a profound mission state-
ment of this Recycle Island project is 
already submitted and the company 
seems quite serious about finishing 
this project, it’s highly questionable 
whether it’s ever going to be created. 
By recycling the plastic waste on the 
spot into a construction material, Re-
cycling Island would become an island 
in the North Pacific Gyre with a surface 
of 10,000 square kilometers, about the 
size of Hawaii. Good luck with that. In 
fact, in late 2007 and 2008 the British 
artist Richart ‘Rishi’ Sowa built his  
Spiral Island II after the first one was 
destroyed by a hurricane. Spiral Island 
II is a floating, artificial island that is 
constructed with about 100,000 dis-
carded plastic bottles. The island is 
overgrown with plants and mangroves, 
has three beaches, a house, two ponds, 
a solar-powered waterfall and river, 
a wave-powered washing machine 
and solar panels. You can visit Spiral 
Island II somewhere in a beautiful 
lagoon near Isla Mujeres in Mexico.
  
Appropriate souvenir: Local sun lotion 
in a plastic bottle, dead bird in a retro 
Coca Cola bottle.

DOmEsTiCaTing ThE animaL

On July 10, 2000, around 200 people 
died in the Philippines when a gar-
bage slide buried the landfill they 
had been living on with about 80,000 
others. That casualty count is a care-
ful estimate; a rough guess based on 
the number of bodies that were re-
covered from under the thousands 
of tons of muck-filled plastic bags, 
stripped baby strollers, broken re-
frigerators and torn clothing. Nobody 
kept track of how many people were 
living in Lupang Pangako (the Prom-
ised Land) because the people there 
were poor and did not matter to any-
one except each other. They were 
not the Western brand of poor where 
you have trouble paying your phone 
bills at the end of the month. They 
were that other kind of poor; the one 
where you spend the majority of your 
life up to your knees in a red-brown 
muddy swamp filled with oxidized 
coat hangers, broken glass and mu-
tated viruses rummaging around for 
something that might help you make 
it into next week. What happened in 
Lupang Pangako was a tragedy, but 
it’s not the same kind of tragedy as an 
earthquake or a tsunami. The people 
in the Promised Land weren’t hit with 
floods or hurricanes. We can’t blame 
this one on that vile bitch Mother 
Nature. These people were buried un-
der an avalanche of man-made gar-
bage that was stacked so high and so 
brutally careless that there can never 
be any pretenses about any kind of 
long-term perspective. It’s unfair to 
say that nobody cared. But Quezon’s 
government officials – quite probably 
the only ones with the power if not the 
responsibility to prevent this tragedy 
- made their feelings painfully clear 
when they expressed their regret over 
what had happened only to add that 
these people - who been buried alive 
under other people’s trash - had been 
too stubborn to recognize the dan-
ger they were putting themselves in. 
Yes, you dumb poor bastards. Is it that 
much fun living on a mountain of gar-
bage that you would risk being buried 
alive under a flood of trash just so you 
can spend your best years scavenging 
through society’s rotting and rejected 
crap? Why not go dumpster-diving in 
a nice suburban area where only the 
best food gets tossed and where you 
can find a brand new pair of worn-out 
old shoes almost everyday?

This story is no longer an exception. 
There are garbage cities like Lupang 
Pangako all over the world: Manshi-
yat Naser in Egypt is home to 60.000 
people who live off the trash that gets 
tossed out of Cairo on a daily basis. 
Jardim Gramacho in Sao Paolo houses 
16,000. Countries like Ghana, Lagos 
and Nigeria have grown into dumping 
grounds for electronic waste that gets 
shipped in from Europe and the US be-
cause it only costs a doller per tonne 
instead of 1,000$. Let’s face it: we 
have no idea where our shit goes after 
the dump truck rolls around the corner 
and it’s fair to say that we don’t care 
enough to find out. If you want to use 
individual behaviour as a metaphor 
for the ways of Society, it’s fair to say 
that as a species, we have handled the 
waste problem very much in the same 
way a child does when told to clean up 
his room. We shove all our toys and 
dirty clothes and half-eaten sandwich-
es under our bed. Then when there’s 
no more room there, we stuff in into 
the closet. The problem is that there 
are a lot of people living in our closets 
and the forgotten toys under our beds 
have mutated into global killers. Share 
this magazine with two other people 
and hope you’re not the one that gets 
cancer.  

So who’s dumping what where? The US 
and Europe are dumping corrosive ma-
terials and heavy metals all over Africa 
and Asia because it’s relatively cheap. 
Everything in South America that is not 
jungle or hacienda gets dumped on. 
China and India do not just provide 
hi-tech dumping logistics and support 
customer services to other countries 
but go as far as dumping on their own 
people as well. The Italian mafia are 
dumping grazing pastures foreign and 
domestic full of toxic waste (remember 
the radioactive Mozarella-incident a 
few years back?) while NASA is ring-
ing alarm bells because of the rapidly 
increasing garbage fill floating around 
in orbit. The Pacific, Atlantic and Indi-
an oceans all have garbage patches in 
which the upper layer of water is full of 
degrading polymers from plastic bags 
and ship dumping - imagine a vortex 
about the size of France, right in the 
middle of an ocean where sea currents 
leave behind all the trash they pick 
up. We produce more trash than you 
could possibly imagine. Think about 
that garbage can in the back of your 
house. Think about every other one for 
everyone in your street. Add every city 

Do we want a world where nobody is 
excluded or do we want a world where 
you’re either part of the elite or fucked 
for life? This appears to be a simplis-
tically idealistic question and it is. It 
does not take into account any kind of 
economic reality. It does not take into 
account the individual preservation 
of acquired standards of living. Now 
you can say that money and individual 
wealth shouldn’t have anything to do 
with our survival as a species and you 
might be right to do so. This kind of 
debate is a wet dream for ecology stu-
dents with long hair and generic song-
writing abilities. However, company 
spokesmen will tell you that in the infi-
nite complexity of Reality, setting your 
course demands more nuance than a 
simple weighing of what is right and 
wrong. They will tell you that the out-
come of mankind’s survival as a spe-
cies is triangulated by right, wrong and 
economically viable. And they’re abso-
lutely right when they say such a thing. 
The Course depends on the Captain. Of 
Industry. Survival correlates with prof-
itability. So if you’re in the market for 
saving the world and all the people in 
it, you’d better have a top notch busi-
ness model to do it with. 

In 1858, the people of London – which was 
rapidly expanding and growing into the 
mass metropolis it is today – were witnesses 
to one of the most disgusting and nauseat-
ing events in history. For a good part of the 
summer, the entire city was rife with a stench 
so vile and repulsive that it would go down in 
the history books as The Great Stink. It was a 
result of decades worth of human excrement 
dumped into any one of the city’s 200,000 
cesspits. Since the introduction of the flush 
toilet, a lot of those cesspits had started 
overflowing into the Thames. For years, the 
entire soil under London had been soaking 
in emptied chamber-pots – the earth under 
London was rotten with human waste. And 
boy, it was a hot summer that year. On top of 
that, the Thames and all its little tributaries 
were contaminated with raw sewage. The 
combination of the two led to a widespread 
stench, a thick blanket of septic perfume 
hanging over the entire city for the best 
part of summer until the rain finally wiped 
the smell off London and everyone could 
breathe through their nose again. Gagfest 
’58. Also, a lot of people died of cholera 
because the entire water supply was liter-
ally full of shit. London needed a Great Stink 
before somebody decided that a citywide 
sewage system might be a necessity, not a 
luxury. You would think that a society that 
had literally had its nose rubbed into its own 
filth would be more careful in the future, but 
no. A little less than a hundred years later, 
the skies over London colored orange and 
black when the Great Smog settled on the 
city’s roofs. This time it wasn’t the heat but 
a prolonged period of severe cold combined 
with windless weather conditions that led to 
a hyper-polluted anticyclone over London: 
people were burning up more and more low-
grade coal and blasting out larger amounts 
of sulphur dioxide every day. Cars and buses 
had replaced horse and carriage while facto-
ries had sprouted up all of over the city. On 
December 4th of 1952, a dense layer of fog 
settled over London, reducing visibility to a 
few meters. Public transport ceased to run, 
as well as ambulance services. The people of 
London never panicked…thick fogs were no 
exception in the city. However, as the weeks 
passed, casualties rose up to – as recent re-
search indicates – 12,000 deaths from lung 
infections, pus-filled air canals and acute 
bronchitis. Talk about learning the hard way: 
The Great Stink led to the construction of the 
London sewerage system, the Great Smog 
led to the Clean Air Act of 1956. 

Which
cancer
would
you like?


